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The number of CAFOs, or concentrated animal feeding operations, has shot up in the past decade — as have 
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A recent legal decision is likely to significantly change how Wisconsin manages its groundwater and will 
especially affect the state’s sandy counties where powerful wells are irrigating potato fields, servicing giant 
dairies, and providing water critical for the state's frac sand mining boom.  

Two weeks ago, Administrative Law Judge Jeffrey Boldt approved the state Department of Natural Resources’ 
issuance of permits for a large and controversial dairy farm in Central Wisconsin. But he also reduced the 
amount of water the farm could pump from proposed high-capacity wells and required the DNR to consider the 
impact of the withdrawals in conjunction with other, nearby wells — a concept known as cumulative impacts.  

In the days since the decision, Boldt’s opinion on the DNR’s responsibility has far overshadowed his approval 
of the proposed 4,300-cow Richfield Dairy in Adams County. According to many expert observers, his ruling 
could force the DNR to conduct much more rigorous reviews of applications for the high-volume wells.  

Rich Budinger, director of sand operations for Fairmount Santrol (formerly Fairmount Minerals) and president 
of the Wisconsin Industrial Sand Association, said Boldt did not make clear how the DNR should conduct such 
analyses.  

“That creates uncertainty not only for businesses that want to install high-capacity wells, but also for those who 
currently use them,” Budinger said. 



It remains unclear whether the DNR will appeal the decision. Agency spokesman Bill Cosh said DNR lawyers 
are still studying the opinion. 

But in a news release, the agency said it had scheduled a hearing for Oct. 14 in Adams County on Richfield 
Dairy’s draft environmental impact statement. The release said the rewritten impact statement “addresses the 
concerns” raised in Boldt’s opinion. There was no indication, however, whether the agency will consider 
cumulative impacts for other proposed high-capacity wells in the future.  

“The decision does impact the department,” Cosh said in a written statement from the agency, “and we need to 
take the appropriate amount of time to evaluate its impact.” He declined to elaborate, saying, “The statement is 
the statement.”  

Boldt’s 25-page opinion also laid bare a chasm between politically appointed administrators and professional 
scientific staff at the DNR, whose testimony during the hearing ran counter to the agency’s legal policy.  

The DNR’s chief of the water use section, Boldt noted, “testified that DNR regional biologists would have 
preferred ‘from a scientific perspective’ to consider and regulate” the cumulative impacts of the proposed wells. 

Boldt’s ruling is important because of the growing environmental impact caused by a dramatic increase in the 
number of high-capacity wells, which are used by cities, large farms and industries. Most can pump more than 
70 gallons of water a minute. Smaller residential wells pump a minimum of 6 gallons per minute. The number 
of high-capacity wells in the Central Sands has increased from around 100 in the 1950s to 3,231 today. 

 

The DNR’s approval of the Richfield Dairy permits was challenged by residents near the proposed farm as well 
as the groups Friends of the Central Sands, Family Farm Defenders, and the Pleasant Lake Management 
District. Environmentalists are hailing the decision as a victory in efforts to strengthen protection for 
groundwater and heighten oversight of the giant dairies. 



Though Boldt’s ruling dealt with one of the many large farms in the area, dairies actually account for only about 
two percent of the water use. Agricultural irrigation for operations such as potato farms and municipalities use 
much larger amounts. 

But the combined impact of high-capacity wells in the region is causing documented problems. 

“We’ve seen too many muddy lakefronts, dry wells and shallow streams,” said Elizabeth Wheeler, a lawyer 
with the environmental group Clean Wisconsin. “Going forward, the DNR will be required to acknowledge the 
damage over-pumping already has done to our water resources, and regulate accordingly.” 

Milk Source Holdings LLC, the corporation that wants to build the farm, also described Boldt’s approval of the 
Richfield permits as a victory. Even so, Michael Best & Friedrich, the farm’s law firm, issued a “client alert” 
that put the decision in a different light. The alert on the firm’s web site is titled “Administrative Decision 
Signals Potential Shift in Wisconsin Water Law.” 

Attorney David Crass wrote that decisions by administrative law judges “are generally not considered binding 
or precedential legal authority” and should only be applied to this case. 

But he wrote the ruling is “very likely” to force DNR to consider cumulative impacts of wells “in myriad 
settings, including for industrial uses, municipal water supply services and golf course/water park development, 
among others.” 

Carl Sinderbrand, a Madison attorney who represented plaintiffs Pleasant Lake Management District and Jean 
MacCubbin, said an appeal would be unusual because Boldt granted the farm’s permits. 

Sinderbrand said the decision may also force the Legislature to revisit a 2013 amendment to the state budget 
that restricts challenges to high-capacity well permits. 

“They ought to look at this decision,” Sinderbrand said, “and fix the mistake they made in the budget bill.” 

Sinderbrand argued during the hearing that the agency’s failure to consider cumulative impacts violated its 
public trust responsibilities under the state’s constitution. The Public Trust Doctrine holds that Wisconsin’s 
waters are held in trust by the state for the public. In his opinion, Boldt agreed with Sinderbrand and said the 
agency has a “clear legal duty to ‘protect, maintain and improve the quality and management of the waters of 
the State, ground and surface, public and private.’ ” 

Lawyers for the DNR and the dairy said during testimony that the agency’s policy of not considering 
cumulative impacts is based on interpretations of previous court decisions. 

Boldt, however, said the agency “took an unreasonably limited view of its authority to regulate high-capacity 
well permit applications to reach the conclusion that it lacks the authority to consider cumulative impacts.” 

Laurie Fischer, with the Dairy Business Association, said that the ruling could make the permitting process 
more cumbersome. 

“This could have the effect of slowing future dairy developments and could deter some farmers from building 
or expanding here in Wisconsin. DBA is concerned about any changes that could slow or hinder the industry’s 
growth,” Fischer said. 

But water experts on both sides testified during the Richfield hearing that preventing drawdowns requires the 
consideration of cumulative impacts. 

http://dnr.wi.gov/topic/waterways/about_us/doctrine.htm


 

George Kraft, professor of water resources and director of the Center for Watershed Science and Education at 
the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point, said during his testimony that his own study showed the Richfield 
Dairy wells, even pumping at the reduced level ordered by Boldt, would draw down nearby Pleasant Lake an 
extra 2 inches on top of the existing 1.5-foot drawdown. He also said modeling showed flows in nearby 
headwater streams would be reduced by more than 5 percent in some stretches. 

Boldt pointed out several times that even DNR staffers indicated they were uncomfortable not considering 
cumulative impacts. He cited an October 2011 phone conversation between DNR administrators and area water 
resources and fisheries managers. 

“In this phone conversation,” Boldt wrote, “DNR management conveyed the agency’s newly formulated legal 
position that DNR does not have the authority to consider cumulative impacts when making a decision on a 
high-capacity well application. DNR scientists and regional biologists stated they would prefer to be able to 
take such impacts into account to better manage the resource by incorporating water resource science, and 
because they were concerned about existing impacts already experienced as a result of water pumping.” 

Kraft said testimony during the hearing made clear the frequent differences between politically appointed 
administrators at the agency and career scientists. “The people that make the policy are political appointees,” he 
said. “They say, ‘Here are the rules and we are going to look at them in a certain way.’ ” 

Lawyer Sinderbrand said, “The administration tries to ignore it, but there is a tremendous dislocation between 
staff and administration at the DNR.” 

He said the gap reflects changes at the regulatory agency that emphasize economic development and being 
helpful to businesses as much as oversight. 

Ron Seely, Madeleine Behr and Taylor Chase are reporters for the Wisconsin Center for Investigative 
Journalism. Behr and Chase also are enrolled in one of eight journalism classes participating in The 
Confluence, a collaborative project involving the Center and UW-Madison School of Journalism and Mass 
Communication.  

The nonprofit Center (www.WisconsinWatch.org) collaborates with Wisconsin Public Radio, Wisconsin Public 
Television, other news media and the journalism school. All works created, published, posted or disseminated 
by the Center do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of UW-Madison or any of its affiliates 

  



COMMENTS 
witness2012 - 5 minutes ago  
I'm really pleased the Judge Boldt checked some of the progression of the growth of high capacity wells 
by invoking the public trust doctrine. Many lakes and streams have already been irreparably damaged by 
the exponential growth and expansion of high capacity wells and the bills, passed by the legislature, do 
nothing to restore the balance between protection of resources and using them for industrial purposes. 
 
We so badly need balance between all the stakeholders in the state when it comes to water use. It's long 
past due that we consider more than just the big agribusinesses. 

 
jimatmadison - 7 minutes ago  
Why might the DNR appeal the ruling? Aren't they in charge of PROTECTING and managing our 
natural resources? 
 
What has happened to our state? 
 
rcs3395 - 16 minutes ago  
WELL SAID..."JUST US."....! We need lots of questions from the troops....why....because there will 
never be any solutions for the problems we face without someone asking the first question.....MAN UP 
PEOPLE....THIS IS NOW YOUR BATTLE TOO SAVE YOUR WAY OF LIFE AND 
WISCONSIN....GET IN THE FIGHT....! START AT YOUR LOCAL LEVEL AND GO TO THE 
MEETINGS ...  CALL YOUR ELECTED OFFICIALS OFTEN....TELL THEM WERE NOT GOING 
TO TAKE THIS ANYMORE....CLEAN WATER AND AIR IS NOT FOR SALE ... COME ON 
PEOPLE...WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR....? 
 
JUST US - 42 minutes ago  

It goes without saying that the DNR has turned a blind eye toward protection of Wisconsin's resources under 
Walker's "Chamber of Commerce "approach that he has insisted the agency take. However if an investigation 
were to include the rank and file employees of the state agencies I believe that one would find that all agency 
decisions originate in Walker's office. Walker upon taking office insisted on Act 20 to remove agency heads as 
civil service positions so that he could replace them with political patronage appointments to reward those who 
were instrumental in his rise to power. This allowed him to place as agency heads people who were totally 
beholden to him and would follow his orders without question. Act 20 gives him power over all regulations and 
rules there by making him the head of all agencies So in the ground water case in which the DNR was not 
considering the cumulative effects of high capacity wells that was merely Walker protecting his CAFCO 
donors. He just signed an emergency rule restricting public involvement in frac sand mining decisions by the 
DNR. Once again this was Walker going to bat for his corporate money interests at the expanse of the people! If 
the Wisconsin Center For Investigative Journalism could gain access to long time employees of state agencies 
they would find that these very agencies are no longer autonomous but rather now operate not in the public's 
interest but under the auspices of Walker's office; and for the most part for the benefit of corporate and business 
interests....not the public's interest! 
 
 

 
SIDEBAR: 

Surge in big dairies backdrop for local efforts to 
curb cows’ environmental impacts 
Kate Golden | Wisconsin Center for Investigative Journalism 
September 21, 2014 



The growth in large dairies, and concerns about manure disposal from operations of all sizes, have fueled efforts 
to more tightly regulate their operations or siting. A partial roundup:  

State regulations: The state’s Livestock Facility Siting Law is up for its second four-year review this year. The 
law was designed to streamline and standardize rules for large farms — but it has been criticized since its 2006 
inception for taking away local control, because it largely prevents local governments from enacting laws any 
stricter than state standards. The previous review resulted in no changes.  

Local regulations: The still relatively rare but growing practice of spraying fields with manure, mostly from 
center-pivot irrigators, has prompted bans since 2011 in the Town of Rosendale and the Town of Marshfield in 
Fond du Lac County; the Town of Johnstown in Rock County; the Town of Saratoga in Wood County; the 
Town of Lincoln and the City of Algoma in Kewaunee County. Adams County passed a moratorium. Wood 
County was considering a ban this summer and instead formed a committee to study the issue. 

• The Kewaunee County Board votes this month on whether to limit waste spreading on fields with thin soils 
over cracked karst carbonate bedrock from Jan. 1 to April 15 to prevent more contamination in an area with 
many polluted wells. 

• The Town of Magnolia, in Rock County, tried in 2008 to pass more stringent water quality standards for 
livestock operations under the state livestock facility siting law, but the law was struck down by the Wisconsin 
Supreme Court. 

• Manitowoc County is one of the few counties that has enacted stricter standards for manure spreading, 
requiring wider setbacks to streams back in 1998 — before the surge in large livestock farms and siting law. 
The state approved the change, as did voters in a series of town referendums. 

• An appeals court in July upheld an order to Town of Saratoga officials to issue building permits for the 5,300-
animal Golden Sands Dairy. The dairy applied for the permit at a point in 2012 when the Wood County town 
was working on, but had not enacted, a zoning ordinance that would prohibit it. 

Lawsuits: Milk Source Holdings LLC challenged DNR’s requirement of groundwater quantity monitoring at its 
New Chester Dairy in Adams County; environmental advocates Clean Wisconsin intervened to side with the 
DNR. The case is before the same judge, Jeffrey Boldt, and is on a similar timeline to the Richfield Dairy case; 
a decision is expected soon. 

• Boldt may also issue a decision soon in the case of Kinnard Farms’ expansion to about 6,200 cattle. Citizens 
challenged the permit to force the DNR to impose groundwater and surface water quality monitoring and to 
limit the number of cows at the Kewaunee County dairy.  

Permit controversy: DNR officials raised citizen concerns when issuing a permit to the Burr Oak heifer 
facility in Adams County that would allow it to exceed health standards for nitrates in the groundwater. The 
farm and DNR argue background levels were already high, and Burr Oak shouldn’t be responsible for others’ 
pollution. The final permit is expected to be issued this month.  

Lawmaker flip-flops: State Rep. Scott Krug, R-Rome, said in August that high E. coli levels at Wood County 
beaches and low water levels in local lakes prompted him to oppose the construction of the Golden Sands dairy 
in Saratoga. He asked the DNR to deny the dairy’s permit application for 10 high-capacity wells. 

COMMENTS 
JUST US - 35 minutes ago  
rcs3395..................I agree but the answer lies not with the DNR but with Walker. He makes the 
decisions and then they are passed down to his appointed agency heads to present under their banner and 

http://wisconsinwatch.org/2014/04/manure-spraying-under-scrutiny/
http://wisconsinwatch.org/2014/02/mega-dairys-growth-plans-hotly-debated/
http://host.madison.com/news/local/writers/jessica_vanegeren/scott-krug-now-telling-state-to-deny-permits-for-confined/article_838a0938-32c0-11e4-bd19-001a4bcf887a.html


logo. If you talk to non- administrative staff in state agencies you will find that questions on decisions 
cannot be asked nor is any disagreement or dissent allowed. They have been told to follow orders and if 
they do not it is their job. So the smell is not only emanating from our farm fields but in large part is 
coming form our Walker dominated government. Business and corporate well being take precedent over 
people in Walker's world! 
  
rcs3395 - 1 hour ago  
Kate....thank you for everything you've been working on.....please continue and always remember this ... 
there will never be any solutions for our problems....without someone asking the first question.....!! I 
have a thought for you.....would we be in this mess if our WDNR had not issued so many permits....? 
How could a complex business plan like the one CAFO's use not consider the cumulative effects of all 
these cows and so little land....where were the forward thinkers....? Why didn't the first 2-4 CAFO 
owners with new permits ask the WDNR to stop issuing so many....the Math was quite simple....as it is 
now....! We have way to many cows and not enough spreadable land for the tons and tons of manure 
being produced each day.....could it be that our WDNR ... DBA ... DATCP ... IS THE REAL 
PROBLEM....IS THIS JUST ABOUT THE MONEY! For the 20,500+ people living in Kewaunee 
County it's about our future....our life...! Is this issue about 13+ owners or 20,500 tax payers and their 
water....air and land....? We do have a limit on the number of cows that this land can support and back in 
2007 we tried telling all of you....but no one listened....you choose poorly....! Ask yourself again....why 
did the WDNR issue so many permits without doing the Math....did they really do this on purpose...do I 
need a lawyer again....why....? PROTECT THE NATURAL RESOURCES OF THE STATE OF 
WISCONSIN....is that so hard for the agency whose job it is....our WDNR....MAN UP GUYS AND DO 
YOUR JOB....WE NEED YOUR HELP.....!!!!!  
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